A hypothetical dialogue with a fictitious program-understanding system is presented. Jn the interactive dialogue the computer carries out a dctalled synthesis of a simple insertion sort program for linked lists. The content, length and complexity of the dialogue reflect the underlying programming knowledge which would be required for a system to accomplish this task, The nature of the knowledge is discussed and the codification of such Jjrogramming knowledge is suggested as a major research area in the development of programunderstanding systems. 
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I. INTRODUCTION (a) SUMMARY
The overall objective of our research is to gain more insight into the programming process as a nece ssary step toward building PrQ.~r r 1-1~l l ( t (r st~~~~t i r l systt~~~~s. We are now in the process of formulating the necessary programming knowledge as a set of synthesis rules. However, the scope of this paper does not include the presentation of the current state of our rules. So far some 110 rules have been developed and are being refined in a rule-testing system. The synthesis tasks on which these rules are being debugged include two insertion sorts, one selection sort, and a list reversal. We hope to present in a later paper a description of the set of rules.
Our approach has been to examine the proces
As will become apparent in the dialogue, one of our conjectures is that a program-understanding system will need very large amounts of many different kinds of In certain ways we feel that the dialogue is noi representative of how a program-understanding -system would appear to the user during the synthesis process We n-ate that we have endowed our hypothetical system with various abilities, 
Machine: As I understand it, a sort program produces as output a permutation
(of the input) that satisfies a test. In this case, the test is that the elements be ordered on the basis of the above-mentioned ordering relation, "numerically greater than". Please choose one of the two known methods1 for finding a 
Machine:
Then the program will be in the form of a trnnsfcr /VO~MV~ which must be ror& The program will transfer all elements from the input to positions in the output, such that the final output is a permutation (of the input) which . satisfies the above ordering relation, namely increasing by numerical value.
t This does -not preclude overwriting the input set during the sort. Overwriting might be done in order to indicate which elements have been selected from the input.
6 By "tot al", we mean that the transfer loop must be repeated until all elements have been transferred. (a) constructor initializer
t As illustrated, the transfer program has a "selector" part and a "constructor" part, The selector produces the elements one at a time, and the constructor builds the new set. Either the selector or the constructor may re-order the set, i.e., the selector can produce the element 3 c in an order different from the stored order, or the construct or can build a set with an ordering different from the order of receipt of the elements, ! We will generally present in our diagram s only those parts which seem relevant to the current cant ext. (5) Select a name for the trnnsjcr uariclble I--a variable which holds as its value the element being transferred.
After writing the parts, I must: REPEAT; DONE: IiALT ---I
(1) (a)
(2) (a) ? We define the "initial" and "final" orders to be the conventional list-representation ordering of the input set and of the desired output set, respectively. By "linear with rkpect to an order" we mean either identical to that order or the converse of that order; The user's choice of "linear with respect to the initial order" amounts to choosing an insertion -sort algorithm, rather than a selection sort algorithm. The full effect of this choice will be seen when choosing the "construction re-ordering" during the synthesis of the constructor. IS. Machine: I will use ELEMENT as the transfer variab1e.f
For ease in presentation the preceding diagram showed the result of this choice (i.e., the test appeared in the proper location), although the choice had not yet been made. Considering ail of the tests which might have been used and ail of the places where such a test might have been put, one could imagine a great deal of planning going into making this-rather difficult decision.
9 To choose meaningful variable names requires knowledge about communication with the user and is a difficult problem. 
t Throughout this dialogue, we will use special characters and type fonts to indicate different sect ions of t hcse diagrams. We present the meaning of the fonts here in case confusion arises, but the meaning should be clear from the context,
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(that is, identical to the input order), the selection re-ordering must also be linear and forward.
Machine:
A selector is a type of stx(xlq a "total" generator that produces each element of the input once and only once. Corresponding to the three parts of a selector, this type of generator also has three part s;i
(1) a body which actually produces the elements (2) an initializer which can set up the generator before it is called the first time
(3) a termination test (to be used as the transfer termination test)
which tests whether all clemcnts have been generated 18. Machine: I must now sclcct the stott*-mjing scfmt by which the generat or will save its state after each call. In order to save its state, the generator must remember how the input set is divided into two sets;
( 1) those clcmcnt s which have already been generated (2) those clc mcnt s which are yet to be generated
Recall that the generator i s moving linearly through the input list from first to last to find each new cletni*nt. Therefore all elements before its current position in the list have already been generated, and all elements after its current posit ion are yet to be generated. To save the state of the generator, I need
----------------------------------------------
0 Technkally, before these part s can be written, the production re-ordering for the generator must be chosen. In this case, it is obviously the same as the selection reordering, so we have omitted it from the dialogue in the interests of clarity. The initializer is written after the producer, since in general the form of an initializer is dependent on the body of the loop to be init ializcd. 19. Mawhine: Now I will synthesize the body of the generator. I need code for two pieces:
( 1) increment the state of the generator REST + CDR(REST)l 21. Msuhine: Now I will write the producer. Since the state-saving scheme uses a pointer, REST, to separate those elements generated from those not yet generated, and since the next element to be generated is the first element of the non-generated set, then the process of saving the state will also effectively mark the next element to be generated.1 To produce the next element, then, I
need merely take the first element of the non-generated set, which is pointed to by REST.~ Since the represent at ion is linked-lists, the subprogram for this is:
ELEMENT + CAR(REST)
22. Machine: t now put the pieces of the generator body together into a block:
ELEMENT + CAJUREST); REST + CDR(REST) ----------------------------------------------
t Throughout, we will use the standard LISP terminology:
creates a new list with first element X and with the rest of the elements being those of the list L NIL is the empty list (and list terminator) ) In 4 selection sort, the code to find the next considerably more complex since it would need elements. _ element to be ger to find the largest 8 There are situations in which the value of the e be returned, rather than the element itself. HALT.
23. Maohinet I will now write the generator initializer and the generator termination test. Since I am using the pointer REST to mark the elements not generated, and since initially no elements have been generated, I must initialize it to the entire input set: (1) The initial output set must be empty.
(2) Each construction operation must be such that the new output set consists of the old set plus one new element.1 (3) After each construction operation, the new set must satisfy our ordering relation.
Machine:
To write such a constructor, ivvo decisions must first be made:
1 It is sometimes convenient to think of the constructor as producing a sequence of output sets, and sometimes as successively modifying one output set.
(2) Choose a construction met hod for building a new set, given the old set, the new element, and the position where the new element should occur in the set.
After these choices are made, we will produce code for the constructor body and then the constructor initializer.1 28. Maohinef I will now choose a construction re-ordering. I will use the term "construction re-ordering" to refer to the relation between (a) the order in which the elements are received by the constructor (temporal order) and (b) the order of the elements in the output (positional order). The re-orderings may be linear or complex, where linear means same as or converse of. Since the order in which the elements are received (the transfer order) is the same as the input order, and the desired output order is not necessarily the same as (nor the converse of) the input order, the construction re-ordering must be complex (nonlinear).f This re-ordering will be based on the "numerically greater than" ordering relation. This means that the correct position of each element in the output list will 'be such that all preceding elements are less than or equal to the new element and all following elements are greater than the new element.8 t Note that we have implicitly decided that the construction consists of two steps: ( 1) finding the position; (2) adding the element to the set. One might imagine schemes in which finding a posit ion and modifying the set are interleaved operations, 9 This choice of a complex construction re-ordering, along with the choice of a linear selection re-ordering, completes the specification of an insertion sort, all of which follow from the user's choice of a transfer order "linear with respect to the initial order". g For clarity, we will refer throughout to an element being "less than" or "greater than" 
another element and mean that the first element precedes or follows the second element according to the chosen ordering relation. We arc about to work on the position finder as indicated The only strategy which I know about -for linked lists is a jorruart~ /incar SCWI, so I will use that strategy.
Mzwhine:
Since the search strategy is a forward linear scan of a finite list, the search strategy is total;-that is, all possible positions will be considered. Since the old output set is well-ordered, and since the ordering relation applies to all elements involved, one of these possible positions must be correct. Therefore, -the search for a correct position must succeed, and no exit will be required for the case of not finding a correct position. So I will use a loop which consists only 
46.. Machine:
Since the search strategy is forward linear scan, we must initialize the posit ion represent ation to the position at the front of the list. The convention for representing the position at the front of the list is that BEFORE has the unique value "FRONT" and that AFTER points to the entire list. 
Maohinet
OUTPUT + CONS(ELEMENT OUTPUT) a
ELSE insert into interior*
-'L~DR(BEF~RE) t mvs(EmwENT AFTER); q
REPEAT; DONE: HAtT.
Mauhitre:
Having completed the list inserter (and thus the constructor body),
we must now write the constructor initializer. Since we are writing an inductive construct or that must begin with an empty output list, we simply set the out put list to the empty list:
OUTPUT + NIL t LISP programmers will recognize this as RPLACD. 
III. TYPES OF PROGRAMMING KNOWLEDGE
--On reviewing the dialogue, we can see that there are several types of knowledge involved. We first note that there is significant use of a kind of strategy or planning knowledge. On one level, we see this in steps 9 and 14, where the system discusses what must be done to write a transfer program. In step 9 for example, the sub-steps 3 and 4, where the transfer order and the transfer termination method are chosen, are really a kind of strategy for determining the form that the basic algorithm will take. On a different level, we see a kind of global optimization in steps 21 and 39, where the system decides that information structures designed for one purpose are sufficient for another. In step 21, for example, the pointer originally chosen to save the state of the selector (by marking the dividing point between those elements generated and those not yet generated) is found to be adequate for the purpose of indicating the next element to be generated. One could imagine, as an alternative to this type of planning, the use of more conventional local optimization such as post-synthesis removal or combination of redundant portions.
We also see that the system makes considerable use of inference and simplification knowledge. Inference plays a role in the global optimization planning mentioned above, and also appears in steps 16 and 28, where the selection and construct ion re-orderings are determined. Simplification and inference are both apparent in steps 50 through 56, where the test for the correctness of the posit ion was reduced to a simple test on the variable AFTER. Simplification and inference are also needed in step 36 where the system decides that an error exit (for the case of no position being found) is unnecessary. As for our own work, in the near future we expect to refine our experimental system until it approaches (as closely as seems useful and possible) the standard suggested by our dialogue (but without the actual language interface). We hope then to extend the system to deal with several different types of sorting programs. Perhaps then we will be in a better position to estimate the requirements of larger programunderstanding systems.
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